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Introduction

Hydropower plays an important role in the contribution of global electricity supply, whose tapping has
been increased in the last years. Despite of numerous hydropower plants in operation, South
America and Asia continue to have many untapped hydro resource and their demand energy is the
highest due to the industry development and population growing [1]. However their rivers show a
presence high concentration of fine solid particles due to heavy precipitation in weak geological
formations and ash expulsed from volcanos activation. This characteristic leads to the problems like
head and efficiency drop produced by liquid-solid flow behavior and intense wear of the flow
components in Francis turbines [2]. Thus, it is necessary to understand the features of liquid-solid two
phase flows so as to improve the operation of hydraulic machines and to predict the solid particle
erosion in the flow passage components [3]. Although numerous scholars have been devoted to
study of solid particle flow prediction in Francis turbines with CFD method, rather less attention has
been paid to study the proper turbulent diffusion and dispersion characteristics of particle motions
using non-conventional turbulence models. Guangjie et al. [4], Koirala et al.[5], Eltvik [6], Neopane
[7] predict solid particle erosion in Francis turbine based on liquid-solid two phase flow simulation. On
other side, Huang et al.[8], Wu et al. [9], Zhang et al. [10] carried out unsteady numerical simulation
for liquid-solid flow in hydraulic machines. However, they used conventional turbulence model as
standard k-ɛ, RNG k-ɛ SST k-ω. These turbulence models show limitations to predict the flow in
Francis turbines [11][12], which according previous studies over-estimate the viscosity [13][14],
therefore the instantaneous fluid velocity of the continuous used to calculate motion of particles.
The purpose of the present work is to use the modified Partially-Averaged Navier-Stokes model to
investigate the unsteady liquid-solid two phase flow using Eulerian-Lagrangian, in the whole passage
of a model Francis turbine, which includes the spiral casing with stay and guide vanes, the runner
and the draft tube. Attention is focused on the internal flow to better understand the liquid-solid flow
characteristic. Finally, the liquid and solid velocities, particle distribution are analyzed due to strongly
correlated with turbulence flow behavior.
1. Methods

The numerical simulation is carried out using modified Partially-Averaged Navier-Stokes model
(MPANS) based on the Eulerian approach, coupled with dispersed phase with Lagrangian approach.
The mesh of CFD computation domain is established on design point operation (head H=30.07 m
and rotation speed 872 rpm) and consists of a spiral casting, stay vanes and guide vanes, a runner
and a draft tube. The parameters fo the model turbine are: runner diameter i.e. D1= 420 mm, runner
blade number Zb=17, relatively heigh of the guide vane b0=0.18257.
A commercial CFD code, ANSYS FLUENT 14.0, is used to solve the equations. The modified
Partially-Averaged Navier-Stokes model has been implemented via user defined functions (UDF).
The solid particle injection is applied using the disperse particle method (DPM) at the inlet boundary
condition. The main features of the turbulence solver are given bellow.

The MPANS mode proposed by Huang [13] treats the standard k-ɛ model as parent RANS model as
follow
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where ku and ɛu are the turbulence kinetic energy and dissipation rate, respectively. The model
coefficients σku, σɛu and C*ɛ2 are different from the parent standard k-ɛ model.
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The unresolved ratio fɛ is set to 1.0 and fk is given by

f k  min(1,3( / l )1.5 )
where l is the turbulence length scale (l=k1.5/ɛ), and ∆ is the local grid size (∆=∆x.∆y.∆z)1/3.
Finally, the eddy kinematic viscosity is given by
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